
ENNEREV HYBRIDO

Technology and design's perfect combination 

give rise to a unique mattress line.

Authentic style, by Ennerev.









Hybrido mattresses have 
been certified by ergonomics 
certifying body Ergocert.

MEDICAL DEVICE 

CLASS  1

Differentiated levels of support to the pressures 

exerted by the body offered by independent pocket 

micro-springs is combined with Eco-Memory Evoluta, 

which progressively changes its consistency to 

symbiotically wrap the body during sleep. This perfect 

pairing gives us Trekka 3000, a mattress that models to 

fit the body, and not vice versa, to guarantee ideal 

posture and a truly relaxing and regenerating night’s 

sleep.

Ennerev introduces a hybrid system, that combines the advantages of efficient 

ventilation and moisture control, a ergonomic comfort that welcomes the body, and 

specific, customized support thanks to 4 different firmness options.

This is achieved thanks to a structure made of independent springs with varying 

diameters, combined with a layer in Eco-Memory Evoluta on one side, a foam made of 

particles obtained from renewable vegetable polyols, all the elements working 

together in harmony, ensuring consistent comfort performances.

Spring diameter mm. 20           Spring diameter mm. 40    Outer spring diameter mm. 65,                         Spring diameter mm. 60
inner spring diameter mm. 30

Skydd offers revolutionary performance. This mattress is 

characterised by a “double” independent spring structure 

that offers progressive support as weight increases.  

The upper layer is finished in Eco-Memory Evoluta foam 

that gradually wraps the body. This intelligent solution 

offers impeccable comfort to different body weights and 

forms and sleeping habits. 

The active and balanced support of pocket micro-springs 

is combined with a panel of Eco-Memory Evoluta that 

stimulates muscle relaxation and correct blood flow. 

The Snövit mattress stands out for its ability to combine 

support and comfort during all phases of sleep: the layer 

of Eco-Memory Evoluta mirrors the forms of the body 

without causing damaging compression.

The elimination of any anomalous compression ensures 

unparalleled comfort. Fjord’s independent spring 

technology, which guarantees natural support, is 

exalted by a panel in Eco-Memory Evoluta foam that 

moulds to the forms of the body during sleep.  

TREKKA 3000

CUORE HYBRIDO

SKYDD 800 DYNAMICSNÖVIT 1600 FJORD 800

Eco-Memory Evoluta inner comfort layer, 

thickness mm. 35

Eco-Memory Evoluta inner comfort layer, 

thickness mm. 35
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